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...AS UNIQUE AS THE RIDER



Crafts experience, technical skills and the know-how for processing various textiles, leather 
and GORE materials are necessary to produce highly functional motorcycle clothing.

OUR SERVICE
• Service and consulting phone
• Own design and cut studio
• Changes to size
• To-measure and special productions
• Repairs
• Up to 10 years guarantee on craftsmanship

A brand with tradition

More than 45 years of experience have helped us fi nd 
the best material compositions and achieve a good 
balance between active safety (comfort and weather 
protection) and passive safety (impact and abrasion 
protection), to permit easy and focused riding without 
neglecting the aspect of safety. When this experience 
matches the practical demands that true motorcyclists 
pose to their motorcycle clothing - then the result will 
be the unique, original STADLER® motorcycle clothing. 

The product lines customised for many diff erent purposes 
are characterised by longevity as well as a comfortable fi t. 
We as active motorcyclists are our own strictest testers - 
regular exchange with our customers additionally
contributes to further and continuous optimisation 
of our products.

“THE PRODUCTION OF MOTORCYCLE CLOTHING IS A VERY COMPLEX PROCEDURE. 
THE OVERALL PACKAGE MUST BE JUST RIGHT!”

Hans Jürgen Stadler, company owner, 2nd generation
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Our products
The driving habits and preferences of motorcyclists diff er a lot. The pallet goes from “occasional 
riders” to “year-round riders”. Motorcycle clothing should adjust to this accordingly. For STADLER® 

motorcycle clothing, the statement “The product must adjust to the rider, not vice versa…” means that 
the material composition is coordinated specifi cally with the respective purpose. In addition to the 
claim to acquiring an uncompromising high-quality comfortable and long-lived product, STADLER®

customers therefore can choose between diff erent lines that diff er in structure and variability.

“…AS UNIQUE AS THE RIDER!”

Modul EVO©

"The unique one" 10 Modul ACTIVE
„The variable one“ 22

Modul VISION©

"The transformable one" 30 3-LAYER
"The practical one" 38
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● ● ● Photo gallery

It is unavoidable that the weather on such a tour isn’t 
always as one would like. With sunshine, clouds and 
rain we experienced everything - no problem for us in 
our STADLER motorcycle clothing, but a challenge for 
our photographer.

After a few days, when we had fi nally accumulated a 
nice selection of great photos, we were able to stow 

the camera equipment away again, and as a reward 
for our endurance we went for another ride - just for 
fun - in a wide arc back to the hotel in Fiss. Having 
arrived safely, everyone agreed: this route is highly 
recommended!

Tour tips

Work is fun this way

IN JULY 2019, FOR THE FIRST TIME EVER, 
PART OF THE STADLER TEAM WAS ALLOWED TO GO 
ON A BIG PHOTO TOUR TO COMBINE THE PLEASANT WITH THE USEFUL.
NOT ONLY TO TEST THE MOTORCYCLE CLOTHING AND AT THE SAME TIME TO TAKE 
AS MANY BEAUTIFUL PICTURES OF THE CLOTHING “IN ACTION” AS POSSIBLE, 
BUT ALSO TO GO ON A MOTORCYCLE TOUR TOGETHER.

Hence, Hans Jürgen and Petra Stadler started 
off  together with a small group of employees and 
a professional photographer in the direction of 
Tyrol in order to be photographed indulging in the 
loveliest hobby in the world.

Apart from the fun involved, such a photo tour eventually 
also becomes quite arduous, because innumerable 
turning manoeuvres and no end of driving around 
bends on some of the narrowest mountain roads were 
necessary before the photographer had the perfect 
photographs in the can on the most diverse routes and 
in changing landscapes.

Fortunately, our base station, the Hotel Fernblick in Fiss 
in the Tyrolean Oberland, was an ideal starting point. 
Not only is the hotel perfectly equipped for bikers - 
from there we could easily reach beautiful destinations 
- the gigantic mountain world around the Pitz Valley 
continually off ered great photographic scenes and the 
hotel owner Andi, himself a passionate motorcyclist, 
showed us many a beautiful place.

Hence, we were constantly on the road in diff erent 
formations, with our photographer always on the 
lookout for the right light and the ideal bend...

Mr and Mrs Stadler - Fiss
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Dortmunder Hütte – Kühtaisattel

Piller Höhe Pillerberg

We steer our bikes further towards Germany, which 
we reach after crossing the Ammersattel. We are only 
too glad to accept the invitation to a section rich in 
bends and lasting several kilometres up to the B2 in 
the direction of Garmisch. On the way there is many a 
tourist highlight that is worth a stop. Linderhof Castle, 
the Passion Play site Oberammergau and Ettal 
Monastery are barely 30 kilometres apart and are a 
must for culture fans.

After passing the former venue of the Winter 
Olympics, Garmisch-Partenkirchen, we prefer the 
crisp motorcycle roads between Mittenwald and Telfs 
to the often highly frequented Fern Pass. Over the 
Holzleitensattel and the Mieminger Plateau, we let 
our fun tour draw t o a close with a few bends, before 
returning to our base hotel in Fiss, where Andi’s 
almost legendary barbecue evening is scheduled for 
today.

We start off  near Imst. From there we ascend to the 
Hahntennjoch and enjoy the 30 kilometre-long alpine 
crossing, which reaches 1,894 metres in altitude at 
its peak. With the driving ban on trucks, buses and 
caravans, the biggest obstacles are fortunately not 
allowed to play along. As everywhere at popular pass 
summits, many motorcycle enthusiasts gather here to 
talk shop. This is also the case a little later in the popular 
café-restaurant “Jambdo” in Stanzach, where we meet 
for a short coff ee stop.

Refreshed, we then ride through the Berwanger or Namlos 
Valley, which presents the tour rider with wonderful road 
material between Stanzach and Bichlbach, framed by 
countless 2000 metre-high mountains. Now it gets 
romantic at the Plansee, which is after all Tyrol’s second 
largest natural lake. Many parking bays invite you to 
stop for a view of the lake, while in the background the 
rocky bolides of the Kohlbergspitze & Co. wish you a 
nice day of curves. If you have enough time, you can 
take the opportunity for a lake tour by boat.

Tour tips TYROL
stadler-bekleidung.de // 9



EVO-TYPE
“THE UNIQUE ONE”

You want to be able to adapt your motorcycle  
clothing optimally to suit the current weather  
conditions at all times. You have firm ideas  
about that. When it rains it must be absolutely  
rain-repellent on the outside; when the 
weather‘s fine the airy basic protection is 
enough. Only the best is good enough for you; 
after all, you don‘t splash out on other things... 
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cold/rain:
The outer jacket/pants is worn 

over the inner jacket/pants, since this 
protects against wind and rain. 

A thermal layer (wind-stopper jacket / 
thermal underwear) can optionally 

be integrated.

warm/hot:
Only the inner jacket/pants 

is necessary!

WATERPROOF 3-LAYER LAMINATE 
OUTSIDE, SUMMERLIKE LINER.

Benefit:
The wet is kept outside when it rains. No increase 
in weight due to saturation of the outer material; 
cooling is signifi cantly reduced. If you want to 
do without the wet-resistant outer layer, the light 
inner part can be worn separately with full pro-
tection function. The jacket and/or pants are then 
extremely airy.

In Modul EVO© there are jackets 
and/or pants of two layers: 
• The outer jacket/pants are made of 

waterproof, windproof and breathable 
3-layer lamination and thus protects 
against wind and rain.

• The inner jacket/pants is made of 
sturdy materials in combination with 
extremely breathable material and
is equipped with protectors. 

Modul EVO©

stadler-bekleidung.de // 13



10
Jahre

Garantie

auf Verarbeitung

SUMMER INNER JACKET

OUTER JACKET  
+ INNER JACKET

1) To prevent damage to valuable items such as mobile phones, documents, etc. we recommend that you stow moisture-sensitive items in the waterproof inside pockets.
2) More detailed information on the protectors used can be found at www.stadler-bekleidung.de
*CORDURA® fabric is a registered trademark of INVISTA and it’s used under license to NILIT for nylon fabric products.

 Jacket SPORT EVO 
SKU: 92574

LAMINATE OUTER JACKET

Material 
LAMINATE OUTER JACKET
GORE-TEX 3-layer laminate

SUMMER INNER JACKET
CORDURA®* 500, CORDURA®* Air, 
water repellent cow leather, dynatec® Refl ex

LINING
net lining

Equipment 
LAMINATE OUTER JACKET
POCKETS
2 waterproof designed1 outside pockets 
(see Basics) | 1 waterproof front fl ap pocket | 
1 waterproof inside pocket | 1 pocket in the 
lining with integrated carrying belt, for stowing 
away the laminate outer jacket

SUMMER INNER JACKET
certifi ed according to prEN17092-4:2017 - 
protective garments for motorcycle riders

CRASH PADS
CE approved protectors on
shoulders (EN 1621-1:2012 / S, type B, level 2)2
elbows (EN 1621-1:2012 / E, type B, level 2)2
back (EN 1621-2:2014 / B, level 2)2

POCKETS
2 outside pockets | 2 inside pockets

Special features 
LAMINATE OUTER JACKET
GORE-TEX 3-layer laminate: no soaking (increase 
in weight) of the outer material in the rain, ultra 
fast drying, higher breathing capacity | lateral 
venting | ventilation on the back | lining pocket 
with integrated carrying belt to stow away the 
laminate jacket | width-adjustable jacket hem | 
extensive use of refl ective material | colors with 
high luminance are prone to ultra violet radiation 
→ low light fastness | connector zip | tank 
protection | see Basics, page 78

SUMMER INNER JACKET
Excellent air suply at the front, back and arms 
through use of CORDURA® Air | leather at 
shoulders and elbows | extensive use of dynatec®

refl ective material | material reinforcement on 
shoulder and elbows | stretch insert on shoulders  
| colors with high luminance are prone to ultra 
violet radiation → low light fastness | distance 
control | connector zip | tank protection | see 
Basics, page 78

COMBINATION SUGGESTION
SPORT EVO pants, page 16-17
TOUR EVO pants, page 20-21

Order details 
Colors: gray/black (961)
 gray/neon yellow (970)

Sizes: 
MEN
48 – 60,  98 – 114,  25 – 30

10% surcharge form sizes 58/118/29/XXL
non stock sizes available as custom made orders
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10
Jahre

Garantie

auf Verarbeitung

SUMMER INNER PANTS

OUTER PANTS
+ INNER PANTS

 Pants SPORT EVO 
SKU: 94553

Material 
LAMINATE OUTER PANTS
GORE-TEX 3-layer laminate

SUMMER INNER PANTS
CORDURA®* 500, CORDURA®* Air,  
water repellent cow leather

LINING
net lining

Equipment 
LAMINATE OUTER PANTS
2-way zip, laterally to the hem → reaching through 
to the pockets of the summer inner pants

SUMMER INNER PANTS
certifi ed according to prEN17092-4:2017 - 
protective garments for motorcycle riders

CRASH PADS
CE approved protectors on
hips (EN 1621-1:2012 / H, type B, level 2)1
knees (EN 1621-1:2012 / K, type B, level 2)1

POCKETS
2 pockets

Special features 
LAMINATE OUTER PANTS
GORE-TEX 3-layer laminate: no soaking (increase 
in weight) of the outer material in the rain, ultra 
fast drying, higher breathing capacity | long leg zip 
for easier entry | anti-slip attachment on the pants 
seat | connection to the summer inner pants via 
push-button loops | preparation for Braces DK | 
connector zip | Mechanical damage caused, e.g., 
by putting on the with the boots, is not subject to 
the warranty regulations!

SUMMER INNER PANTS
Excellent air supply by CODURA® Air | water-
repellent calf leather at hind pants continuously 
covering hip and thigh sides down to the knee | 
elastic waistband for more comfort | rainforcement 
on pants seat, hips and knees | connection to the 
waterproof, windproof and breathable laminate 
outer pants by means of push-button loops | 
stretch insert over pants seat and knee | pants are 
worn inside the boots |  preparation of Braces DK | 
connector zip | see Basics, page 78

COMBINATION SUGGESTION
SPORT EVO jacket, page 14-15
TOUR EVO jacket, page 18-19

Order details 
Colors: gray/black (960)

Sizes: 
MEN
48 – 60,  98 – 114,  25 – 30

10% surcharge form sizes 58/118/29/XXL
non stock sizes available as custom made orders

LAMINATE OUTER PANTS

SUMMER INNER PANTS

1) More detailed information on the protectors used 
can be found at www.stadler-bekleidung.de

*CORDURA® fabric is a registered trademark of INVISTA and 
it’s used under license to NILIT for nylon fabric products.
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SUMMER INNER JACKET

extremely air-permeable:
dynatec® Air & CORDURA® Air

Width adjustments:
Upper arm and arm-bed

1) To prevent damage to valuable items such as mobile phones, documents, etc. we recommend that you stow moisture-sensitive items in the waterproof inside pockets.
2) More detailed information on the protectors used can be found at www.stadler-bekleidung.de
*CORDURA® fabric is a registered trademark of INVISTA and it’s used under license to NILIT for nylon fabric products.

 Jacket TOUR EVO 
SKU: 92575

Material 
LAMINATE OUTER JACKET
GORE-TEX 3-layer laminate

SUMMER INNER JACKET
CORDURA®* 500, CORDURA®* Air, 
dynatec® Refl ex, dynatec® Air, COVEC® yarn

LINING
net lining

Equipment 
LAMINATE OUTER JACKET
POCKETS
2 waterproof designed1 outside pockets 
(see Basics) | 1 arm pocket | 1 waterproof front 
fl ap pocket | 1 waterproof inside pocket | 
1 pocket in the lining with integrated carrying belt, 
for stowing away the laminate outer jacket

SUMMER INNER JACKET
certifi ed according to prEN17092-4:2017 - 
protective garments for motorcycle riders

CRASH PADS
CE approved protectors on
shoulders (EN 1621-1:2012 / S, type B, level 2)2
elbows (EN 1621-1:2012 / E, type B, level 2)2
back (EN 1621-2:2014 / B, level 2)2

POCKETS
2 waterproof designed1 outside pockets 
(see Basics) | 2 breast pockets | 1 arm pocket | 
1 inside pocket

Special features 
LAMINATE OUTER JACKET
GORE-TEX 3-layer laminate: no soaking (increase 
in weight) of the outer material in the rain, ultra fast 
drying, higher breathing capacity | air vent on the 
side and in the chest area | air vent on the back | 
lining pocket with integrated carrying belt to stow 
away the laminate jacket | width-adjustable jacket 
hem | absorption lock | extensive use of refl ective 
material | connector zip | tank protection | see 
Basics, page 78

SUMMER INNER JACKET
Excellent air supply to front, back and arms due 
to the use of CORDURA® Air and dynatec® Air | 
reinfocement with COVEC material on shoulder 
and elbow | extensive use of dynatec® refl ective 
material | distance control | tank protection | con-
nector zip | see Basics, page 78

COMBINATION SUGGESTION
SPORT EVO pants, page 16-17
TOUR EVO pants, page 20-21

Order details 
Colors: black/gray/silver-refl . (190)

Sizes: 
MEN
48 – 60,  98 – 114,  25 – 30
WOMEN
36 – 44,  76 – 80,  19 – 23

10% surcharge form sizes 58/118/29/XXL
non stock sizes available as custom made orders

LAMINATE OUTER JACKET

Air vent on the side
width-adjustable jacket hem 
& absorption lock
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SUMMER INNER PANTS

OUTER PANTS
+ INNER PANTS

 Pants TOUR EVO 
SKU: 94554

Material 
LAMINATE OUTER PANTS
GORE-TEX 3-layer laminate

SUMMER INNER PANTS
CORDURA®* 500, CORDURA®* Air, 
Microveloures,  COVEC® yarn

LINING
net lining

Equipment 
LAMINATE OUTER PANTS
2-way zip, laterally to the waistband → reaching 
through to the pocket of the summer inner pants

SUMMER INNER PANTS
certifi ed according to prEN17092-3:2017 - 
protective garments for motorcycle riders

CRASH PADS
CE approved protectors on
men’s hips  (EN 1621-1:2012 / H, type B, level 2)1
ladies’ hips  (EN 1621-1:2012 / H, type B, level 1)1
knees (EN 1621-1:2012 / K, type B, level 2)1

POCKETS
2 pockets | 2 cargo pockets

Special features 
LAMINATE OUTER PANTS
GORE-TEX 3-layer laminate: no soaking (increase 
in weight) of the outer material in the rain, ultra 
fast drying, higher breathing capacity | long leg 
zip for easier entry | anti-slip attachment on pants 
seat | connection to the summer inner pants via 
push-button loops | preparation for Braces DK | 
connector zip | Mechanical damage caused, e.g., 
by putting on the pants with the boots, is not 
subject to the warranty regulations!

SUMMER INNER PANTS
Excellent air supply by CORDURA® Air | 
rainforcement with COVEC material at hind pants 
continuously covering hip and thigh sides down 
to the knee | anti-slip attachment made of 
Microvelour on knee inner sides | keprotec®-
reinforcement at the inside of the leg end | 
elastic waistband | connection to the waterproof, 
windproof and breathable laminate outer pants via 
push-button loops | stretch insert over pants seat 
and knee | preparation for Braces DK | 
connector zip | see Basics, page 78

COMBINATION SUGGESTION
SPORT EVO jacket, page 14-15
TOUR EVO jacket, page 18-19

Order details 
Colors: black/gray (180)

Sizes: 
MEN
48 – 60,  98 – 114,  25 – 30
WOMEN
36 – 44,  76 – 80,  19 – 23

10% surcharge form sizes 58/118/29/XXL
non stock sizes available as custom made orders

1) More detailed information on the protectors used 
can be found at www.stadler-bekleidung.de

*CORDURA® fabric is a registered trademark of INVISTA and 
it’s used under license to NILIT for nylon fabric products.

LAMINATE OUTER PANTS

SUMMER INNER PANTS
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ACTIVE-TYPE
„THE VARIABLE ONE“

You decide which is your feel-good temperature 
and the diff erent wearing variants of our Module 
ACTIVE system will help you. During the fi rst tour 
in spring, the temperatures in the morning are 
still wintery cold. No problem for you, because 
with the laminate module under the summer 
module and closed ventilation system you’re 
well wrapped up. Slowly it gets warmer and you 
open the ventilation system – and the climate 
inside your combination is pleasant again. 
Summer at last and it’s really warm outside. You 
simply pack your laminate module in the tank 
bag and start your tour in just the summer suit. 
You can vary the air supply now, too.
A rain shower is no problem. The laminate 
module can be pulled over and you can resume 
your journey. The summer module remains dry 
as a result and more insulation can thus also be 
achieved on cool days.

stadler-bekleidung.de // 23



Module ACTIVE

Sudden rain – cold:
Laminate module is worn over 
the summer module. 
Summer jacket/pants remain 
dry and warm 

TWO MODULES, EXTREMELY FLEXIBLY 
COMBINABLE.

Benefit:
Whether it’s cold or warm, in rain or shine, you’re 
always dressed correctly.

Models from the Modul ACTIVE system consist of a 
SUMMER MODULE and a LAMINATE MODULE.

The SUMMER Module:
• stable materials
• actively operable ventilation options
• protectors

The LAMINATE Module:
• wearable under and over the summer module
• small packing size
• breathable 3-layer laminate protects against 

wind and rain
• designed for good visibility

Always the perfect feel-good climate due to 
the extremely fl exibly combinable modules

mild temperatures:
by opening the ventilation 
system, a cooling airstream 
blows onto the laminate module 
underneath.

cold:
The laminate module worn 
inside and the closed ventilation 
system protect against wind 
and rain.

warm/hot:
The laminate module is not 
needed. The supply of air is 
regulated by opening and 
closing the ventilation system

stadler-bekleidung.de // 25



combination connection laminate 
jacket with summer pants

combination connection 
laminate module outsideremoveable outside pocket packing size laminate jacket

ca
. 2

1 
cm

at
 s

ize
 5

0

ca. 32 cm
at size 50

1) More detailed information on the protectors used can be found at www.stadler-bekleidung.de
2) To prevent damage to valuable items such as mobile phones, documents, etc. we recommend that you stow moisture-sensitive items in the waterproof inside pockets.
* CORDURA® fabric is a registered trademark of INVISTA and it’s used under license to NILIT for nylon fabric products.
** ceraspace™ is a registered trademark of Schoeller Textil AG, Switzerland

LAMINATE JACKET
OUTSIDE

LAMINATE JACKET
INSIDE
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 Jacket SUPERIOR ACTIVE
SKU: 92582

Material 
SUMMER JACKET
CORDURA®* 500, ceraspace™**, CORDURA®* 
PES Refl ex

LINING
net lining

LAMINATE JACKET
GORE-TEX 3-layer laminate

Equipment 
SUMMER JACKET
certifi ed according to FprEN17092-3:2019 - 
protective garments for motorcycle riders

CRASH PADS
CE approved protectors on 
shoulders (EN 1621-1:2012 / S, type B, level 2)1
elbows (EN 1621-1:2012 / E, type B, level 2)1
back (EN 1621-2:2014 / B, level 2)1

POCKETS
2 removeable, waterproof designed2 outside 
pockets (see Basics) | 2 chest pockets | 
1 inside pocket

LAMINATE JACKET
POCKETS
1 waterproof inside pocket | 1 back pocket for 
stowing away the laminate jacket

Special Features 
SUMMER JACKET
controllable air supply 2x each on front, back 
and arms thanks to an actively operable 
ventilation system | material reinforcement on 
shoulder and elbows | stretch insert on shoulders 
| use of CORDURA®* PES Refl ex |  use of colors 
with high luminance, these are prone to ultra 
violet radiation → low light fastness | preparation 
for chest protector | Distance Control | tank 
protection |  combination connection (connector 
zip) possible with every wearing variation |  see 
Basics, page 78

LAMINATE JACKET
can be worn under and over the summer 
jacket |  small packing size | GORE-TEX 3-layer 
laminate: no soaking (increase in weight) of 
the outer material in the rain, ultra fast drying, 
higher breathing capacity | back pocket for 
stowing away the laminate jacket | adjustable 
jacket length | generous use of colors with 
high luminance, these are prone to ultra violet 
radiation → low light fastness | use of refl ective 
material | combination connection (connector zip) 
possible with every wearing variation

COMBINATION SUGGESTION
RISE ACTIVE pants, page 28-29

Order details 
Colors: gray/anthracite/neon yellow/black (966)

Sizes: 
MEN
48 – 62, 98 – 118, 25 – 31
WOMEN
36 – 46, 76 – 88, 19 – 24

10% su rcharge from sizes 58/118/29/XXL
non stock sizes available as custom made orders

10
Jahre

Garantie

auf Verarbeitung

SUMMER JACKET



1) More detailed information on the protectors used can be found at www.stadler-bekleidung.de
* CORDURA® fabric is a registered trademark of INVISTA and it’s used under license to NILIT for nylon fabric products.
** ceraspace™ is a trademark of Schoeller Textil AG, Switzerland
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 Pants RISE ACTIVE 
SKU: 94561

Material 
SUMMER PANTS
CORDURA®* 500, CORDURA®* Air, 
ceraspace™**, CORDURA®* PES Refl ex

LINING
net lining 

LAMINATE PANTS
GORE-TEX 3-layer laminate

Equipment 
SUMMER PANTS
certifi ed according to FprEN17092-3:2019 - 
protective garments for motorcycle riders

CRASH PADS
CE approved protectors on 
mens’ hips (EN 1621-1:2012 / H, type B, level 2)1
ladies’ hips (EN 1621-1:2012 / H, type B, level 1)1
knees (EN 1621-1:2012 / K, type B, level 2)1

POCKETS
2 pockets

LAMINATE PANTS
2-way zip, laterally to the waistband → reaching 
through to the pocket of the summer pants

Special Features 
SUMMER PANTS
controllable air supply on the thighs thanks 
to an actively operable ventilation system | 
reinforcement on pants seat, hip and knee | use of 
CORDURA®* PES Refl ex | use of colors with high 
luminance, these are prone to ultra violet radiation 
→ low light fastness | stretch insert at pants 
seat and knee | anti-slip attachment on pants 
seat | preparation for Braces DK | combination 
connection (connector zip) possible with every 
wearing variation | see Basics, page 78

LAMINATE PANTS
can be worn under and over the summer pants | 
small packing size | GORE-TEX 3-layer laminate: 
no soaking (increase in weight) of the outer 
material in the rain, ultra fast drying, higher 
breathing capacity | long leg zip for easier entry 
| use of refl ective material | preparation for 
Braces DK | combination connection (connector 
zip) possible with every wearing variation |  
Mechanical damage caused, e.g., by putting on 
the pants with the boots, is not subject to the 
warranty regulations!

COMBINATION SUGGESTION
SUPERIOR ACTIVE jacket, page 26-27

Order details
Colors: gray/anthracite/neon yellow/black (966)

Sizes: 
MEN
48 – 62,  98 – 118,  25 – 31
WOMEN
36 – 46,  76 – 88,  19 – 24

10% su rcharge from sizes 58/118/29/XXL
non stock sizes available as custom made orders

LAMINATE PANTS

SUMMER PANTS

ventilation zipper on the thighslaminate pants inside



VISION-TYPE
“THE TRANSFORMABLE ONE”

To have the best protection function also 
means for you, being able to adapt variably  
to the weather conditions. If you don‘t need 
the thick inner layer, then just remove it. And 
if a sudden rain shower should surprise you, 
you think it‘s great not to have to changes 
clothes immediately. After all, you also have the 
possibility to quickly put on the wet-protection 
layer over your basic clothing. Your motorcycle 
clothing has to be as flexible as your choice 
of route. So you‘re absolutely independent on 
long and short tours...
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Modul VISION©
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WATERPROOF GORE-TEX LAYER 
CAN BE WORN INSIDE AND OUTSIDE

Benefit:
Each layer is fl exibly removable. That makes 
optimum adaptation to all weather and 
temperature conditions possible.

As in the other sports with Modul VISION©

on the mentioned „onion-skin principle“. In this 
system, each model consists of diff erent layers: 
• The basic jacket/pants are of sturdy outer skin, 

with CORDURA® materials and protectors
• The membrane jacket/panst represents the 

waterproof, windproof and breathable layer 
and this protects against wind and rain

The special about this system is that the 
waterproof, windproof and breathable 
membrane jacket/pants can also be worn 
over the basic jacket/pants if necessary!

warm / hot:
The membrane is no longer needed; 
increased and/or maximum 
ventilation is required.

fresh:
The membrane should still 
prevent ventilation and protect 
against wind and rain.

sudden rain:
Membran is needed very fast to safe 
against rain and wind.
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MOTORRAD & REISEN MOTORRAD & REISEN 

www.motorradundreisen.de 

Pants CARGO II GTX
SKU: 94559

SUMMER OUTER PANTS

Material 
CORDURA®* 500, CORDURA®* Air, Microvelours

MEMBRAN-INNENHOSE 
GORE-TEX, removable

LINING
net lining

Equipment 
certifi ed according to prEN17092-3:2017 - 
protective garments for motorcycle riders

CRASH PADS
CE approved protectors on
hips (EN 1621-1:2012 / H, type B, level 2)1
knees (EN 1621-1:2012 / K, type B, level 2)1

POCKETS
2 front pockets | 2 cargo pockets

Special features 
Excellent air supply due to the use of CORDURA®* 
Air | cargo pockets at the side on both thighs | 
CORDURA® reinforcement on hips, knees and 
pants seat | stretch insert over pants seat and 
knees | width adjustment in the knee area | 
anti-slip attachment made of Microvelour on 
pants seat and knee inner sides | removable 
GORE-TEX inside pants can also be worn as rain 
pants over the pants | GORE-TEX inside pants  
fi tted with long leg zipper, neon-yellow refl ective 
material and connector zip and width adjustment 
on waistband | preparation for Braces DK | 
connector zip | see Basics, page 78

COMBINATION SUGGESTION
VOYAGER II GTX jacket, page 34

Order details 
Colors:  sand/black (711)
  black (100)

Sizes: 
MEN
48 – 62, 98 – 118, 25 – 31

10% surcharge form sizes 58/118/29/XXL
non stock sizes available as custom made orders

1) More detailed information on the protectors used 
can be found at www.stadler-bekleidung.de

*CORDURA® fabric is a registered trademark of INVISTA and 
it’s used under license to NILIT for nylon fabric products.

INNER PANTS
USED AS
RAINPANTS

 Jacket VOYAGER II GTX
SKU: 92580

SUMMER OUTER JACKET

Material 
CORDURA® 500, CORDURA®* Air

MEMBRANE INSIDE JACKET
GORE-TEX, removable

LINING
net lining

Equipment 
certifi ed according to prEN17092-3:2017 - 
protective garments for motorcycle riders

CRASH PADS
CE approved protectors on
shoulders (EN 1621-1:2012 / S, type B, level 2)1
elbows (EN 1621-1:2012 / E, type B, level 2)1
back (EN 1621-2:2014 / B, level 2)1

POCKETS
2 waterproof designed2 outside pockets 
(see Basics) | 2 breast pockets | 1 inside pocket | 
1 back pocket | 1 pocket on the upper arm | 
1 waterproof front fl ap pocket in membrane jacket

Special features 
Extremely breathable, due to the use of 
CORDURA®* Air | ventilation with zipper on 
arms and back | GORE-TEX inside jacket can 
also be worn as rain jacket over the outside 
jacket | GORE-TEX inside jacket fi tted with 
neon-yellow refl ective material and connecting 
zip to membrane inside pants CARGO II | 
stretch insert in the back shoulder area | 
material reinforcement on shoulder and elbow | 
preparation for chest protector | distance control 
| tank protection | connector zip | see Basics, 
page 78

COMBINATION SUGGESTION 
CARGO II GTX pants, page 35

Order details
Colors:  sand/black (730)

black (120)

Sizes: 
MEN
48 – 62, 98 – 118, 25 – 31

10% surcharge form sizes 58/118/29/XXL
non stock sizes available as custom made orders

Ventilation with zipper 
on arms

Outer jacket 
+ GORE-TEX inside jacket

GORE-TEX 
INSIDE JACKET

1) More detailed information on the protectors used 
can be found at www.stadler-bekleidung.de
2) To prevent damage to valuable items such as mobile 
phones, documents, etc. we recommend that you stow 
moisture-sensitive items in the waterproof inside pockets

*CORDURA® fabric is a registered trademark of INVISTA and 
it’s used under license to NILIT for nylon fabric products.

Issue 01/19 Issue 96/19
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Pants STAR GTX
SKU: 94543

Material 
CORDURA®* 500, CORDURA®* Air

MEMBRANE INNSIDE PANTS 
GORE-TEX, removable

LINING
net lining

Equipment 
certifi ed according to prEN17092-4:2017 - 
protective garments for motorcycle riders

CRASH PADS
CE approved protectors on
hips (EN 1621-1:2012 / H, type B, level 2)1
knees (EN 1621-1:2012 / K, type B, level 2)1

POCKETS
2 outer pockets | 1 hip pocket

THERMO LINING
removable

Special features 
CORDURA® Air insert in the hollow of the knees 
for better mobility and comfort | reinforcement on 
hip and knee | removable GORE-TEX liner can 
also be worn as rain pants over the pants | stretch 
insert over pants seat | anti-slip attachment on the 
pants seat | preparation for Braces DK | connector 
zip | see Basics, page 78

COMBINATION SUGGESTION
DIAMOND GTX jacket, page 36

Order details 
Colors: black (100)

Sizes: 
WOMEN
36 – 46, 72 – 96, 18 – 24

non stock sizes available as custom made orders

1) More detailed information on the protectors used 
can be found at www.stadler-bekleidung.de

*CORDURA® fabric is a registered trademark of INVISTA and 
it’s used under license to NILIT for nylon fabric products.

 Jacket DIAMOND GTX
SKU: 92565

Material 
CORDURA®* 500, CORDURA®* Air

MEMBRANE INSIDE JACKET
GORE-TEX, removable

LINING
net lining

Equipment 
certifi ed according to prEN17092-4:2017 - 
protective garments for motorcycle riders

CRASH PADS
CE approved protectors on
shoulders (EN 1621-1:2012 / S, type B, level 2)1
elbows (EN 1621-1:2012 / E, type B, level 2)1
back (EN 1621-2:2014 / B, level 2)1

POCKETS
3 outside pockets | 1 inside pocket | 1 waterproof 
front fl ap pocket in membrane jacket

THERMO LINING
to be closed separately, removable

Special features 
Extremely breathable, due to the use of 
CORDURA® Air | GORE-TEX inside jacket can 
also be worn as rain jacket over the outside jacket 
| GORE-TEX inside jacket fi tted with separate 
thermo lining and yellow fl our refl ective material 
| reinforcement on shoulder and elbow | distance 
control | tank protection | connector zip | see 
Basics, page 78

COMBINATION SUGGESTION
STAR GTX pants, page 37

Order details 
Colors: black (100)

Sizes: 
WOMEN
36 – 46, 76 – 92, 18 – 24

non stock sizes available as custom made orders

1) More detailed information on the protectors used 
can be found at www.stadler-bekleidung.de

*CORDURA® fabric is a registered trademark of INVISTA and 
it’s used under license to NILIT for nylon fabric products.
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3-LAYER-TYPE
“THE PRACTICAL ONE”

You value the best equipment – but only in 
conjunction with the maximum possible comfort. 
That means, for example on that annual tour 
that you‘ve been looking forward to for so long, 
that you don‘t have to change clothes under the 
next bridge just because of a sudden fall of rain 
that you weren‘t prepared for... The fact that 
the material layers of your motorcycle clothing 
are in principle connected to one another is 
right up your street – you can forget about the 
rain and continue your journey. Since when did 
you let a cloud dictate when you have to stop... 
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3-LAYER
3 LAYERS – FIRMLY ADHERED 
TO ONE ANOTHER AND THUS 
ABSOLUTELY WATERPROOF

Benefit:
No wetness can penetrate through the fi rm 
bond of a basic material, a GORE-TEX 
membrane and a further protection layer. 
So you‘re equipped for all weathers. 
No changing clothes when it suddenly rains, 
no saturation of the material, low weight. 
An additional thermal lining can be separately 
removed.

In the 3-LAYER System, the membrane is 
fi rmly joined with the extremely durable 
external material and a protective, durable 
lining. Thus it is well protected from extreme 
use and therefore extremely resistant.
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Pants COURSE PRO
SKU: 94546

Material 
GORE-TEX 3-layer laminate (CORDURA®*),
GORE-TEX Pro leather laminate with TFL COOL 
SYSTEM®

LINING
net lining

Equipment 
certifi ed according to prEN17092-4:2017 - 
protective garments for motorcycle riders

CRASH PADS
CE approved protectors on
hips (EN 1621-1:2012 / H, type B, level 2)1
knees (EN 1621-1:2012 / K, type B, level 2)1

POCKETS
2 pockets (not waterproof)

THERMO-LINING
removable

Special features 
GORE-TEX 3-layer laminate: no soaking (increase 
in weight) of the outer material in the rain, ultra fast 
drying, higher breathing capacity | GORE-TEX Pro 
leather laminate with TFL COOL, at hind pants con-
tinuously covering hip and thigh sides down to the 
knee | ventilation with waterproof YKK AQUASEAL®

zipper on the thigh | stretch material in the crotch | 
stretch insert in the waistband for greater comfort 
| stretch insert over pants seat and knee for 
optimum fi t and mobility | leather reinforcement on 
the inside of the leg at the bottom | preparation for 
Braces DK | connector zip | see Basics, page 78

COMBINATION SUGGESTION
TRACK II PRO jacket, page 42
4ALL PRO jacket, page 44
SUPERVENT III PRO jacket, page 46
ALL-ALONG PRO jacket, page 48

Order details 
Colors: black (100)

Sizes: 
MEN
48 – 58, 98 – 118, 25 – 30

10% surcharge form sizes 58/118/29/XXL
non stock sizes available as custom made orders

1) More detailed information on the protectors used 
can be found at www.stadler-bekleidung.de

*CORDURA® fabric is a registered trademark of INVISTA and 
it’s used under license to NILIT for nylon fabric products.

 Jacket TRACK II PRO
SKU: 92577

Material 

GORE-TEX Pro 3-layer laminate (CORDURA®*), 
GORE-TEX Pro leather-laminate with 
TFL COOL System®, dynatec® Refl ex

LINING
net lining with APS (Air Pipe System)

Equipment 
certifi ed according to prEN17092-3:2017 - 
protective garments for motorcycle riders

CRASH PADS
CE approved protectors on
shoulders (EN 1621-1:2012 / S, type B, level 2)1
elbows (EN 1621-1:2012 / E, type B, level 2)1
back (EN 1621-2:2014 / B, level 2)1

POCKETS
2 front pockets (not waterproof) | 1 waterproof 
inside pocket | 1 waterproof front fl ap pocket | 
preparation for multifunction pocket

THERMO-LINING
to be closed separately, removable

Special features 
Innovative air ventilation system with: AWS
(Air Window System) with waterproof YKK 
AQUASEAL® zip for optimal air supply | APS 
(Air Pipe System) for optimal air distribution | 
GORE-TEX Pro: no soaking (increase in weight) 
of the outer material in the rain, ultra fast drying, 
higher breathing capacity | air vent on the back | 
elastic material at forearm area and stretch insert 
on shoulders, for optimal mobility | GORE-TEX 
Pro leather laminate with TFL COOL at shoulder, 
upper arm elbows and on the back | use of 
refl ective material | width-adjustable jacket hem | 
distance control | tank protection | connector zip | 
see Basics, page 78

COMBINATION SUGGESTION
COURSE PRO pants, page 43
4ALL PRO pants, page 45
ACE III PRO pants, page 47
ALL-ALONG PRO pants, page 49

Order details 
Colors:  light gray/gray/black (965)

black/black-refl ex (121)

Sizes: 
MEN
48 – 60, 98 – 118, 25 – 30

10% surcharge form sizes 58/118/29/XXL
non stock sizes available as custom made orders

1) More detailed information on the protectors used 
can be found at www.stadler-bekleidung.de

*CORDURA® fabric is a registered trademark of INVISTA and 
it’s used under license to NILIT for nylon fabric products.
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Pants 4ALL PRO
SKU: 94555

Material 
GORE-TEX 3-layer laminate
(CORDURA®*, SuperFabric® brand material, 
Stretch Laminate)

LINING
net lining

Equipment 
certifi ed according to prEN17092-4:2017 - 
protective garments for motorcycle riders

CRASH PADS
CE approved protectors on
men’s hips (EN 1621-1:2012 / H, type B, level 2)1
ladies’ hips (EN 1621-1:2012 / H, type B, level 1)1
knees (EN 1621-1:2012 / K, type B, level 2)1

POCKETS
2 cargo pockets (not waterproof)

THERMO-LINING
removable

Special features 
GORE-TEX Pro: no soaking (increase in weight) 
of the outer material in the rain, ultra fast drying, 
higher breathing capacity | ventilation with water-
proof YKK AQUASEAL® zipper on the side of the 
thigh |  elastic material over pants seat and knees 
and in the crotch area as well as the backs of the 
knees | elastic hem | SuperFabric® brand material 
on knees | width adjustment in the knee area | an-
ti-slip attachment on pants seat | preparation for 
Braces DK | connector zip | see Basics, page 78

COMBINATION SUGGESTION
TRACK II PRO jacket, page 42
4ALL PRO jacket, page 44
SUPERVENT III PRO jacket, page 46
ALL-ALONG PRO jacket, page 48

Order details 
Color: black (100)

Sizes: 
MEN
48 – 56, 98 – 114, 25 – 28 (PK 1)
58 – 68, 118, 29 – 35 (PK 2)
extra short: 
265 – 285 (PK 3)
295 – 355 (PK 4)
WOMEN
36 – 46, 19 – 24 (PK 1)
25 – 27 (PK 2)
extra short: 
235 – 245 (PK 1)
255 – 275 (PK 2)

non stock sizes available as custom made orders

1) More detailed information on the protectors used 
can be found at www.stadler-bekleidung.de

*CORDURA® fabric is a registered trademark of INVISTA and 
it’s used under license to NILIT for nylon fabric products.

Issue 08/17 Issue 03/18
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 Jacket 4ALL PRO
SKU: 92571

Material 
GORE-TEX 3-layer laminate
(CORDURA®*, SuperFabric® brand material, 
Stretch Laminate)

LINING
net lining with APS (Air Pipe System)

Equipment 
certifi ed according to prEN17092-4:2017 - 
protective garments for motorcycle riders

CRASH PADS
CE approved protectors on
shoulders (EN 1621-1:2012 /S, type B, level 2)1
elbows (EN 1621-1:2012 / E, type B, level 2)1
back (EN 1621-2:2014 / B, level 2)1

POCKETS
2 waterproof designed2 outside pockets 
(see Basics) | 1 waterproof front fl ap pocket | 
1 waterproof inside pocket | 1 removable, 
waterproof designed multifunction pocket

THERMO-LINING
to be closed separately, removable

Special features 
Innovative air ventilation system with: AWS (Air 
Window System) with waterproof YKK AQUASE-
AL® zip for optimal air supply | APS (Air Pipe Sys-
tem) for optimal air distribution | GORE-TEX Pro: 
no soaking (increase in weight) of the outer mate-
rial in the rain, ultra fast drying, higher breathing 
capacity | air vent on the back with waterproof 
YKK AQUASEAL® zipper | elastic material under 
the arms and in the chest area | width-adjustable 
jacket hem | SuperFabric® brand material at 
shoulders and elbows | use of refl ective material | 
distance control | tank protection | connector zip | 
see Basics, page 78

COMBINATION SUGGESTION
COURSE PRO pants, page 43 
4ALL PRO pants, page 45
ACE III PRO pants, page 47
ALL-ALONG PRO pants, page 49

Order details 
Color: black/gray (114)

Sizes: 
MEN
48 – 56, 98 – 114, 25 – 28 (PK 1) 
58 – 64, 118 - 122, 29 – 35 (PK 2)
WOMEN
36 – 46, 76 – 84, 19 – 24 (PK 1)
25 – 27 (PK 2)

non stock sizes available as custom made orders

1) More detailed information on the protectors used 
can be found at www.stadler-bekleidung.de
2) To prevent damage to valuable items such as mobile 
phones, documents, etc. we recommend that you stow mois-
ture-sensitive items in the waterproof inside pockets

*CORDURA® fabric is a registered trademark of INVISTA and 
it’s used under license to NILIT for nylon fabric products.
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Pants ACE III PRO
SKU: 94556

Material 
GORE-TEX Pro 3-layer laminate
(CORDURA®*), SuperFabric® brand material

LINING
net lining

Equipment 
certifi ed according to prEN17092-3:2017 - 
protective garments for motorcycle riders

CRASH PADS
CE approved protectors on
men’s hips (EN 1621-1:2012 / H, type B, level 2)1
ladies’ hips (EN 1621-1:2012 / H, type B, level 1)1
knees (EN 1621-1:2012 / K, type B, level 2)1

POCKETS
2 pockets (not waterproof)

THERMO-LINING
removable

Special features 
GORE-TEX Pro: no soaking (increase in weight) 
of the outer material in the rain, ultra fast drying, 
higher breathing capacity | SuperFabric® brand 
material on hips and knees | ventilation with 
waterproof YKK AQUASEAL® zipper on the side 
of the thigh | use of stretch material | anti-slip 
attachment on the pants seat | refl ective material 
on the side of the thigh | preparation for Braces 
DK | connector zip | see Basics, page 78

COMBINATION SUGGESTION
TRACK II PRO jacket, page 42
4ALL PRO jacket, page 44
SUPERVENT III PRO jacket, page 46
ALL-ALONG PRO jacket, page 48

Order details 
Colors: black (100)

Sizes: 
MEN
46 – 62,  98 – 118,  25 – 31
WOMEN
34 – 46,  76 – 84,  19 – 24

10% surcharge form sizes 58/118/29/XXL
non stock sizes available as custom made orders

47

1) More detailed information on the protectors used 
can be found at www.stadler-bekleidung.de

*CORDURA® fabric is a registered trademark of INVISTA and 
it’s used under license to NILIT for nylon fabric products.

Jacket SUPERVENT III PRO
SKU: 92578

Material 
GORE-TEX Pro 3-layer laminate
(CORDURA®*), SuperFabric® brand material

LINING
net lining with APS (Air Pipe System)

Equipment 
certifi ed according to prEN17092-3:2017 - 
protective garments for motorcycle riders

CRASH PADS
CE approved protectors on
shoulders (EN 1621-1:2012 / S, type B, level 2)1
elbows (EN 1621-1:2012 / E, type B, level 2)1
back (EN 1621-2:2014 / B, level 2)1

POCKETS
2 waterproof designed2 front pockets (see Basics)
| 2 waterproof inside pockets | 1 removable, 
waterproof designed multifunction pocket

THERMO-LINING
to be closed separately, removable

Special features 
Innovative air ventilation system with: AWS
(Air Window System) with waterproof YKK 
AQUASEAL® zip for optimal air supply | APS 
(Air Pipe System) for optimal air distribution | 
GORE-TEX Pro: no soaking (increase in weight) 
of the outer material in the rain, ultra fast drying, 
higher breathing capacity | air vent on the back 
with waterproof YKK AQUASEAL® zipper | 
SuperFabric® brand material on shoulders and 
elbows | width-adjustable jacket hem | extensive 
use of refl ective material | not suitable for off -road 
use due to exposed front zipper | preparation for 
chest protector | distance control | tank protection 
| connector zip | see Basics, page 78

COMBINATION SUGGESTION
COURSE PRO pants, page 43
4ALL PRO pants, page 45 
ACE III PRO pants, page 47
ALL-ALONG PRO pants, page 49

Order details 
Colors: light-gray/black (950)
 black/gray (114)

Sizes: 
MEN
48 – 62, 98 – 118, 25 – 31
WOMEN
36 – 46, 76 – 84, 19 – 24

10% surcharge form sizes 58/118/29/XXL
non stock sizes available as custom made orders

1) More detailed information on the protectors used 
can be found at www.stadler-bekleidung.de
2) To prevent damage to valuable items such as mobile 
phones, documents, etc. we recommend that you stow 
moisture-sensitive items in the waterproof inside pockets

*CORDURA® fabric is a registered trademark of INVISTA and 
it’s used under license to NILIT for nylon fabric products.
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Pants ALL-ALONG PRO
SKU: 94557

Material 
GORE-TEX Pro 3-layer laminate (CORDURA®)

LINING
net lining

Equipment 
certifi ed according to prEN17092-3:2017 - 
protective garments for motorcycle riders

CRASH PADS
CE approved protectors on
men’s hips (EN 1621-1:2012 / H, type B, level 2)1
knees (EN 1621-1:2012 / K, type B, level 2)1

POCKETS
2 pockets (not waterproof)

BIB
removable

Special features 
GORE-TEX Pro: no soaking (increase in weight) 
of the outer material in the rain, ultra fast drying, 
higher breathing capacity | long leg zipper | width 
adjustment in the knee area | removable bib | 
material reinforcement on knees, hips and on 
pants seat | stretch insert over pants seat and 
knees | elastic waistband | anti-slip attachment on 
the pants seat | refl ective material on the side of 
the thight | preparation for Braces DK | connector 
zip with and without bib possible | see Basics, 
page 78

COMBINATION SUGGESTION
TRACK II PRO jacket, page 42
4ALL PRO jacket, page 44
SUPERVENT III PRO jacket, page 46
ALL-ALONG PRO jacket, page 48

Order details 
Colors: black (100)

Sizes: 
MEN
48 – 62, 98 – 118, 25 – 31

10% surcharge form sizes 58/118/29/XXL
non stock sizes available as custom made orders

1) More detailed information on the protectors used 
can be found at www.stadler-bekleidung.de

*CORDURA® fabric is a registered trademark of INVISTA and 
it’s used under license to NILIT for nylon fabric products.

Leg width adjustment Long leg zipper

 Jacket ALL-ALONG PRO
SKU: 92579

Material 
GORE-TEX Pro 3-layer laminate (CORDURA®*), 
dynatec® Refl ex

LINING
net lining

Equipment 
certifi ed according to prEN17092-3:2017 - 
protective garments for motorcycle riders

CRASH PADS
CE approved protectors on
shoulders (EN 1621-1:2012 / S, type B, level 2)1
elbows (EN 1621-1:2012 / E, type B, level 2)1
back (EN 1621-2:2014 / B, level 2)1

POCKETS
2 waterproof designed2 outside pockets 
(see Basics) | 2 waterproof inside pockets | 
preparation for multifunction pocket

Special features 
Air vent on the back and the chest area with 
zipper | GORE-TEX Pro: no soaking (increase 
in weight) of the outer material in the rain, 
ultra fast drying, higher breathing capacity | 
material reinforcement on shoulder and elbow | 
use of refl ective material | width-adjustable jacket 
hem | preparation for chest protector | 
distance control | tank protection | connector zip | 
see Basics, page 78

COMBINATION SUGGESTION
COURSE PRO pants, page 43
4ALL PRO pants, page 45 
ACE III PRO pants, page 47
ALL-ALONG pants, page 49

Order details 
Colors: black/black-refl ex (121)

Sizes: 
MEN
48 – 62,  98 – 118,  25 – 31

10% surcharge form sizes 58/118/29/XXL
non stock sizes available as custom made orders

1) More detailed information on the protectors used 
can be found at www.stadler-bekleidung.de
2) To prevent damage to valuable items such as mobile 
phones, documents, etc. we recommend that you stow 
moisture-sensitive items in the waterproof inside pockets

*CORDURA® fabric is a registered trademark of INVISTA and 
it’s used under license to NILIT for nylon fabric products.
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SUMMER-TYPE
“THE AIRY ONE”

You know what you want – and that is to 
ride in the blazing sunshine in temperatures 
that can clearly be described as summerlike. 
That‘s what gives you the best feeling and your 
motorcycle clothing must support you in that. 
Apart from a non-compromising protection 
function, optimum ventilation and lightness are 
decisive for you. You can well do without water 
tightness – after all, if you wanted to go into the 
water you would have bought a diver‘s suit...
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Pants SPORT SUMMER
Art. Nr.: 94753

Material 
CORDURA®* 500, CORDURA®* Air, 
water repellent cow leather

LINING
net lining

Equipement
certifi ed according to prEN17092-4:2017 - 
protective garments for motorcycle riders

CRASH PADS
CE approved protectors on:
hips (EN 1621-1:2012 / H, type B, level 2)1
knees (EN 1621-1:2012 / K, type B, level 2)1

POCKETS
2 pockets

Special features
Excellent air supply by CORDURA® Air | 
water-repellent calf leather at the at hind pants 
continuously covering hip and thigh sides down 
to the knee | elastic waistband for more comfort 
| reinforcement on seat, hip and knees | stretch 
insert over seat and knee | pants are worn 
inside the boots | preparation for Braces DK | 
connector zip | see Basics,  page 78

COMBINATION SUGGESTION
SPORT SUMMER jacket, page 52

Order details
Colors: gray/black (960)

Sizes: 
MEN
48 – 60, 98 – 114, 25 – 30

10% surcharge form sizes 58/118/29/XXL
non stock sizes available as custom made orders
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1) More detailed information on the protectors used 
can be found at www.stadler-bekleidung.de

*CORDURA® fabric is a registered trademark of INVISTA and 
it’s used under license to NILIT for nylon fabric products.

 Jacket SPORT SUMMER
SKU: 92774

Material 
CORDURA®* 500, CORDURA®* Air, water
repellent cow leather, dynatec® Refl ex

LINING
net lining

Equipment 
certifi ed according to prEN17092-4:2017 - 
protective garments for motorcycle riders

CRASH PADS
CE approved protectors on:
shoulders (EN 1621-1:2012 / S, type B, level 2)1
elbows (EN 1621-1:2012 / E, type B, level 2)1
back (EN 1621-2:2014 / B, level 2)1

POCKETS
2 outside pockets
2 inside pockets

Special features 
Excellent air supply at the front, back and arms
through use of CORDURA® Air | leather at the
shoulder and elbows | extensive use of dynatec®

refl ective material | material reinforcement on 
shoulder and elbows | stretch insert on shoulders 
| distance control | tank protection | connector 
zip | tank protection | see Basics,  page 78

COMBINATION SUGGESTION
SPORT SUMMER pants, page 53

Order details 
Colors: gray/black (961)

Sizes: 
MEN
48 – 60,  98 – 114,  25 – 30

10% surcharge form sizes 58/118/29/XXL
non stock sizes available as custom made orders

1) More detailed information on the protectors used 
can be found at www.stadler-bekleidung.de

*CORDURA® fabric is a registered trademark of INVISTA and 
it’s used under license to NILIT for nylon fabric products.



“THE CASUAL ONE“

You attach importance to a casual and 
comfortable outfit for a relaxing evening 
turn or meeting your pals. Your bike looks 
cool – and that‘s what you expect from your 
motorcycle clothing, too. The familiar benefits 
of STADLER® motorcycle clothing such as 
manufacturing quality and functionality give 
you an extra good feeling.

CASUAL-TYPE
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 Jacket SPIRIT
SKU: 92110

Material 
Calf leather 1,2 – 1,4 mm

LINING
net lining

Equipment 
certifi ed according to prEN17092-3:2017 - 
protective garments for motorcycle riders

CRASH PADS
CE approved protectors on
shoulders (EN 1621-1:2012 / S, type B, level 2)1
elbows (EN 1621-1:2012 / E, type B, level 2)1
back (EN 1621-2:2014 / B, level 2)1

POCKETS
2 front pockets
1 inside pocket

Special features 
Due to the special leather and the extremely 
comfortable protectors, the leather jacket can also 
be worn as a leisure jacket | Protectors can be 
removed | Tank protector | connector zip 

COMBINATION SUGGESTION
FIRE pants, page 58
FIVE POCKET JEANS, page 59

Order details 
Colors black (100)

SIZES: 
MEN
48 – 60,  98 – 118,  25 – 30
WOMEN
36 – 46,  19 – 24  

10% surcharge form sizes 58/118/29/XXL
non stock sizes available as custom made orders

1) More detailed information on the protectors used 
can be found at www.stadler-bekleidung.de
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FIVE POCKET JEANS

Material 
Denim with COVEC® yarn

Equipment 
certifi ed according to prEN17092-3:2017 - 
protective garments for motorcycle riders

CRASH PADS
CE approved protectors on
hips (EN 1621-1:2012 / H, type B, level 1)1
knees (EN 1621-1:2012 / K, type B, level 2)1

POCKETS
3 front pockets | 2 back pockets

Special features
Very comfortable protectors | protectors can be 
removed | material doubling on pants seat, hips 
and knees | due to the material properties, no 
additional lining is required with regard to the 
abrasion properties | preparation for Braces DK

COMBINATION SUGGESTION
SPIRIT jacket, page 56 

Order details
Colors: jeans blue (431)

Sizes: 
MEN
48 – 60

10% surcharge form sizes 58/118/29/XXL
non stock sizes available as custom made orders

SKU: 94704

1) More detailed information on the protectors used 
can be found at www.stadler-bekleidung.de

impact abras resistance 
at 75 km/h

impact abras resistance 
at 75 km/h

Pants FIRE
SKU: 94752

Material 
Denim with COVEC® yarn

Equipment 
certifi ed according to prEN17092-3:2017 - 
protective garments for motorcycle riders

CRASH PADS
CE approved protectors on
hips (EN 1621-1:2012 / H, type B, level 1)1
knees (EN 1621-1:2012 / K, type B, level 2)1

POCKETS
2 pockets

Special features 
Cut specially for motorcyclists | very comfortable 
protectors | protectors can be removed | ad-
justable leg hem stretch insert in the waistband 
for greater comfort | material doubling on pants 
seat and the knees | preparation for Braces DK | 
connector zip 

COMBINATION SUGGESTION
SPIRIT jacket, page 56

Order details 
Colors: jeans mid-blue (430)

Sizes: 
MEN
48 – 60,  98 – 118,  25 – 30
WOMEN
36 – 46,  19 – 24

10% surcharge form sizes 58/118/29/XXL
non stock sizes available as custom made orders

1) More detailed information on the protectors used 
can be found at www.stadler-bekleidung.de

impact abras resistance 
at 75 km/h

impact abras resistance 
at 75 km/h
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FUNCTIONAL
UNDERWEAR

Do you have motorcycle clothing functionally 
optimally adjusted with motorcycling, but wear 
your everyday underwear beneath it? Natural 
fi bres like cotton may be more pleasant to wear, but 
do not have the characteristics that are decisive 
for riding a motorcycle. That means specifi cally 
the transport of body moisture at consistent 
breathability and unchanging insulation eff ect. 
Functional underwear logically supplements the 
benefi ts of your motorcycle clothing. In addition 
to stabilising body temperature, quick drying and 
odour inhibition are also factors that decisively 
contribute to comfort on your motorcycle.
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Shirt THERMO
SKU: 97638

Material/Special features 
Microfl eece – the material provides for a high 
degree of thermal insulation with a low weight.
Breathability and the transport of moisture to the 
outside are ideal

Order details 
Colors: black (100) | Sizes: XS – 5XL

10% surcharge form sizes 58/118/29/XXL

Pants THERMO
SKU: 97639

Material/Special features 
Microfl eece - the material provides for a high 
degree of thermal insulation with a low weight. 
Breathability and the transport of moisture to the 
outside are ideal

Order details 
Colors: black (100) | Sizes: XS – 4XL

10% surcharge form sizes 58/118/29/XXL

MSK Motorcycle socks - short
SKU: 97800

Material/Special features 
COOLMAX®, Polypropylen, Polyacryl, Polyamid, 
Elastan – the Coolmax employed keeps your feet 
pleasantly cool in summer | Moisture is removed 
fast

Order details 
Colors: black/gray (115) 

Sizes: 35 – 38,  39 – 42, 43 – 46, 47 - 49

MSL Motorcycle socks – long
SKU: 97801

Material/Special features 
Merino, polyacrylic, polypropylene, polyamide, 
elastane - the foot is pleasantly warmed by the 
use of Merino wool | Moisture is removed fast

Order details 
Colors: black/gray (115) 
Sizes: 35 – 38;  39 – 42; 43 – 46; 47 - 49

 T-Shirt ALL SEASON
SKU: 97632

Material/Special features 
NILIT® BREEZE – cooling eff ect
helps maintain a comfortable body temperature 
during/after physical performance and in hot 
weather | facilitates optimal physical performance 
| provides effi  cient ventilation 

Order details 
Colors: black (100) | Sizes: XXS – 4XL

10% surcharge form sizes 58/118/29/XXL

 Pants 3/4 ALL SEASON
Art. Nr.: 97633

Material/Special features 
NILIT® BREEZE – cooling eff ect
helps maintain a comfortable body temperature 
during/after physical performance and in hot 
weather | facilitates optimal physical performance 
| provides effi  cient ventilation 

Order details 
Colors: black (100) | Sizes: XXS – 4XL

10% surcharge form sizes 58/118/29/XXL

 Longsleeve ALL SEASON
Art. Nr.: 97634

Material/Special features 
NILIT® BREEZE – cooling eff ect
helps maintain a comfortable body temperature 
during/after physical performance and in hot 
weather | facilitates optimal physical performance 
| provides effi  cient ventilation 

Order details 
Colors: black (100) | Sizes: XXS – 4XL

10% surcharge form sizes 58/118/29/XXL 

 Pants ALL SEASON
Art. Nr.: 97631

Material/Special features 
NILIT® BREEZE – cooling eff ect
helps maintain a comfortable body temperature 
during/after physical performance and in hot 
weather | facilitates optimal physical performance 
| provides effi  cient ventilation 

Order details 
Colors: black (100) | Sizes: XXS – 4XL

10% surcharge form sizes 58/118/29/XXL
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Optimal motorcycle clothing includes quite a 
few other important and handy accessories that 
you will of course also receive at select quality 
and design from STADLER® motorcycle clothing. 
Whether you are looking for the right glove or 
prefer holding your pants up with suspenders, 
whether you prefer sitting in the café wearing a 
functional polo instead of underwear during a 
tour break or want to keep water from dripping 
into your jacket from your helmet in a storm 
by using a storm collar - you will find the right 
product for all of these and more. Every piece is 
handy, thought-through and will come in handy 
on the road in doubt.

ACCESSORIES
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MERINO Pullover
SKU: 97636

Material 
Merino wool, polypropylen, polyester 

Special features 
Pleasantly warm thanks to the use of merino wool | 
soft wearing comfort | moisture is removed fast | can 
be worn for motorcycle riding or as a leisure pullover

Order details 
Colors: platinum (204)

Sizes: 
XS – 4XL

10% surcharge from size 58/118/29/XXL

 Windbreaker WINGS II
SKU: 92754

Material 
GORE WINDSTOPPER®

Equipment 
3 outside pockets | 2 inside pocket

Special features 
Jacket can be used as thermo lining under the 
motor cycle jacket as well as casual jacket 

COMBINATION SUGGESTION
for all jackets from our range

Order details 
Colors: black (100)

Sizes: 
MEN
48 – 62
WOMEN
36 – 46

10% surcharge form sizes 58/118/29/XXL
non stock sizes available as custom made orders

Thermal jacket SNUG
SKU: 98530

Material 
Primaloft® Silver Insulation (100g/m2)

Equipment 
2 outside pockets

Special features 
Very good thermal insulation | water-repellent and 
wind-resistant | breathable | detachable sleeves | 
jacket can be used both as a "thermal unit" under 
the motorcycle jacket and as a "leisure jacket"

COMBINATION SUGGESTION
SUPERIOR ACTIVE jacket, page 26
VOYAGER II GTX jacket, page 34
ALL-ALONG PRO jacket, page 48
And to go with all jackets from our range

Order details 
Farbe: black (100)

Sizes:
S-XXL

10% surcharge form sizes 58/118/29/XXL
non stock sizes available as custom made orders
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Storm Collar STORM II

Storm Collar SYSTEM
stadler-bekleidung.de // 69

SKU: 96304

Material 
GORE-TEX 3-layer laminat, 
eudermic microfi ber

Special features 
Fasten the ruff  to the respective jacket collar using 
the press-studs | ruff  and jacket collar can then be 
closed together one go

Order details 
Colors: black (100)   

Sizes
MEN
2 22 46 94
3 23-25 48-52 98-106
4 26-28 54-58 110-118
5 29-31 60-64 122
6 32-34 66-70 

WOMEN
1 18-19 36-40 72-80
2 20-22 42-46 84-92 
3 23-25 48-52 
4 26-27 54 

SKU: 96308

Material 
GORE-TEX stretch

Special features 
Universal use | easy to use | small pack size | 
fi xing possible via pushbutton on the jacket collar 
| refl ective logo on backside

Order details 
Colors: black (100)   

Sizes: 
1 = helm sizes XS – M
2 = helm sizes L – XXL

FUNCTIONAL POLO

Rain pants RAPID
SKU: 94952

Material 
GORE-TEX 3-Layer laminat

Special features 
Breathable, waterproof, windproof | lateral zip 
fastener up to the waistband | lateral zip fastener 
also opens from the top access to pockets of 
motorcycle pants | adjustable hem | stretch insert 
in the waistband for greater comfort | anti-slip 
trimmings in the seat belt loops | preparation for 
Braces DK | connector zip  

COMBINATION SUGGESTION
SPORT SUMMER pants, page 53 
FIRE jeans, page 58
FIVE POCKET JEANS, page 59

Order details 
Colors: black (100)

Sizes: 
MEN
48 – 60,  98 – 118,  25 – 30
WOMEN
36 – 46,  19 – 24

10% surcharge form sizes 58/118/29/XXL
non stock sizes available as custom made orders

SKU: 97629

Material 
ADVANSA Thermo°CoolTM Pro

Special features 
Due to the intelligent fi bre technology:
outstanding moisture transport | improved evap-
oration | good air circulation | body heat adapted 
to temperature and activity level → protection 
against large temperature fl uctuations | with fresh 
function

Order details 
Colors: black (100)
 white (200)

Sizes: 
XXS – 6XL

10% surcharge from size 58/118/29/XXL
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Kidney belt MICRO
SKU: 96016

Material 
Microfi ber sanded 

Special features 
Breathable | inside with velour and 3mm padding 
| width-adjustable through stretch and velcro 
fastener

Order details 
Colors: black (100) 

Sizes: 
60 – 75 cm  = S
75 – 90 cm = M
90 – 105 cm = L
105 – 120 cm = XL
120 – 135 cm = 2XL

Kidney belt COMFORT
SKU: 96015

Material 
CORDURA® 500

Special features 
Breathable | inside with velour and 3mm padding 
| width-adjustable through stretch and velcro 
fastener | key pocket

Order details 
Colors: black (100) 

Sizes: 
60 – 75 cm  = S
75 – 90 cm = M
90 – 105 cm = L
105 – 120 cm = XL
120 – 135 cm = 2XL
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Braces DK
SKU: 98402

Special features 
the braces can be affi  xed to all our pants

Order details 
Colors: black (100) 

DK for men’s pants
2 24-26 48-52
3 27-29 54-58   98-106
4 30-32 60-64 110-118
5 33-35 66-70 122-130
DK for women’s pants
1 18-20 36-40
2 21-23 42-46 72-80
3 24-26 48-52 84-92

 Chest Protector Bag  
SKU: 96309

CRASH PADS
CE approved protectors on prEN 1621-3:2015, 
Level 1

Special features
bag equipped with spacer fabric of the Air-Pipe 
system | low weight | numerous air vents for 
maximum breathability and maximum comfort.

COMBINATION SUGGESTION 
SUPERIOR ACTIVE jacket, page 26
VOYAGER II GTX jacket, page 34
SUPERVENT III PRO jacket, page 46
ALL-ALONG PRO jacket, page 48
can be retrofi tted for other models at extra cost

Order details
Colors: black (100)

 Multifunctional Pocket
SKU: 96105

Material 
CORDURA®

GORE-TEX 3-layer laminate

Special features 
Snap-on waterproof designed pocket for jacket 
and/or pants

Order details 
Colors: black (100)

*CORDURA® ist eine eingetragene Handelsmarke von 
INVISTA, Lizenznehmer ist NILIT für Produkte aus Nylon
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Gloves GUARD GTX
SKU: 96821

GORE-TEX gloves with X-TRAFITTM Product 
Technology for high tactility, waterproof, wind-
proof and breathable

Material 
Palm: Goatskin
Back of the glove: Stretch fabric with leather 
border

MEMBRANE
GORE-TEX

LINING
Pique-Push-Pull lining

Special features 
Wrist protected by hard plastic frame with Super-
Fabric® | reinforcement of the edges of the hand 
with leather | heels of the hand reinforced with Su-
perFabric® | inner hand reinforcement | refl ecting 
material on index fi nger and middle fi nger | inner 
fi nger surfaces perforated | special quilting seam 
for optimal, pressure-free feeling | stretch inserts 
on back of hand, thumbs and fi ngers | hook-and-
pile fastener on wrist and cuff s | visor wiper | CE 
approved on EN 13594:2015, level 1

Order details 
Colors: black (100)

Sizes: 
6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12        

Issue 05/12

Issue 10/15

 Gloves ACTIVE GTX
SKU: 96822

GORE-TEX gloves with X-TRAFIT™ Product 
Technology for high tactility, waterproof, wind-
proof and breathable

Material 
Palm: Goatskin
Back of the glove: Stretch fabric with leather 
border 

MEMBRANE
GORE-TEX

LINING
Pique-Push-Pull lining
Back of the glove: GORE-TEX with THERMO-
PLUSH Fleece

Special features 
Wrist area supported with SuperFabric® brand 
material with impact-absorbing TEMPERFOAM® | 
reinforcement of the edges of the hand with leather 
| heels of the hand reinforced with SuperFabric®

| inner hand reinforcement | refl ective material on 
index fi nger and middle fi nger | stretch inserts on 
back of the hand, thumbs and fi ngers | double 
cuff s made of breathable fabric | hook-and-pile 
fastener on wrist and cuff s | splash water protected 
| Visor wiper | CE approved on EN 13594:2015, 
level 1

Order details 
Colors: black (100)

Sizes: 
8, 9, 10, 11        

Issue 03/15

Issue 07/14
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Many areas of our daily life have become inconceivable without functional garments and their integrated climate 
membranes. These ultra-thin fi lms which are invisible from the outside have also become a standard for mo-
torcycle garments. It is the objective of all climate membranes or coatings to protect the wearer of the garment 
against weather eff ects such as wind and rainwater. Moreover, a good climate membrane should also have high 
breathability which will ensure the evaporation of perspiration and its transport toward the exterior, thus providing 
a comfort climate on the body.

Waterproof is not always really waterproof!
All membranes promise to be waterproof. However, for membrane jackets or membrane pants, you should take 
into account that the minimum requirements in terms of water pressure for waterproof recreational garments and 
sportswear is only 50 mbar (equivalent to 500mm = 50 cm).
Yet, when you just kneel or when you face a stiff  headwind during your ride, there’ll be already much higher pressures (up to 400 mbar = 4,000 mm = 4 m).

Thus, in terms of your garment’s waterproof property, you should make sure that the membrane used has a water column of at least 500 mbar (5,000 mm = 5 m).
GORE-TEX is waterproof up to a water column of even 8,000 mbar (80,000 mm = 80 m).

What happens during motorcycle rides in the rain in the summertime?
Actually, breathability functions rather well despite the high humidity and the supposedly high temperatures. The water evaporating on the garment’s surface will generate 
evaporation coldness and thus provides the necessary temperature diff erential.

Breathability or air conditioning?
To stay healthy, our body has to maintain a core temperature of approx. 37°C. When the temperature rises – whether due to high outside temperatures or due to physical 
exertion – the excess heat will be given off  to the outside. This takes place, on the one hand, through the act of breathing and, on the other hand, through the skin. If 
these two ways are not suffi  cient, the body gives off  perspiration and thus provides for a cooling ”evaporation cold”. For the moment, this will readjust the temperature 
balance. However, if the perspiration moisture remains in the garment for too long or in excessive amounts, our well-being will be impaired and hypothermia begins to set 
in, especially when the wind and cold air from the outside also have their eff ect. So garments must take care that perspiration is transported away from the skin, as fast 
as possible, and that this moisture will be able to evaporate on the outside.
The garment’s vapor penetration value (breathability) is of vital importance in this respect. The higher the breathability – usually specifi ed in MVTR (g/m2/24h) – the more 
water vapor (in gram) can be given off  in 24 hours in an area of one square meter. Breathability is not an active process – as the term might suggest. It is much rather a 
process which depends on temperature and humidity.

1. The colder the outside temperature compared with the inside temperature...
2. The drier the outside air compared with the inside air... the better the breathability system will function.

The weakest element is decisive!
To ensure the effi  cacy of the applied climate membrane to its full extent, it is extremely important to provide for a fi nely tuned coordination of all the materials used. As 
is often the case: the weakest link in the chain will be the decisive factor for the results. Thus, the material or the layer with the lowest breathability will determine the 
breathability of the entire system. It’s frequently the outer material employed. That’s why we use specially lined Cordura® for our GORE-TEX products to guarantee max-
imum breathability (up to an MVTR value of 10,000 g/m2/24 h).
But unsuitable undergarments/underwear will also have a negative eff ect.
So you should wear suitable functional underwear which will support the moisture transport away from your body to the upper layers (the layered ”onion skin” eff ect). The 
materials which we use for our functional underwear meet these requirements perfectly, and they will help your STADLER® motorcycle outerwear to reach its optimum 
breathability. Cotton is unsuitable here because it absorbs and stores the moisture but will not transport it away.

WHY MEMBRANES?

CARE
Our textile motorcycle garments with GORE-TEX membrane can generally be washed 
or cleaned as follows:      

Please comply always with the sewn-in instructions for care!
 • Remove crash pads from pockets before washing
 • Machine wash on delicate cycle at 30-40°C, 
  with a moderate amount of detergent for delicate wash; without softener!! Rinse thoroughly.
 • Dryer setting at low temperature of up to 55°C max 
 • Load drum with only 1 jacket or 1 pair of pants.
 • If needed, re-treat with a commercially available treatment spray 
  (to maintain the garment’s water and stain repellency feature) 
 • Iron, if needed (on lowest heat setting).
 • Do not staple any numbers/labels to the garment !!!

Detailed care instructions can be found at: www.stadler-bekleidung.de

We suggest:

 Gloves VENT
SKU: 96820

Summer gloves

Material 
Palm: highly abrasion-proof kangaroo leather
Back of the glove: perforated leather with web 
fabric border Nonfading and sweat-proof

LINING
Palm unlined
Complete back of the glove lined with KEVLAR®

and Coolmax® by DuPont

Special features 
Wrist protected by hard plastic frame with Super-
Fabric® brand material | reinforcement of heels of 
the hand and edges of the hand with SuperFab-
ric® brand material | inner fi nger surface perfo-
rated | upper fi nger surface made of leather and 
breezy webbing | hook-and-pile fastener on wrist 
and cuff s | special seam for optimal, pressure-free 
feeling | CE approved on EN 13594:2015, level 1

Order details 
Colors: black (100)

Sizes: 
7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12

Issue 03/15
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Pro

GORE-TEX®

Your Design

Which parts of your motorcycle have you customised precisely to your 
ideas already…? More comfortable seat, higher handlebar, maybe a carbon 
piece or two or footrests anodised in colour…? Visually or functionally your 
motorcycle clothing can also be optimised further to your wishes! Be creative!  
Do you want a special colour combination, your initials, lettering or a special 
motive…? Your wish is a welcome challenge for us – many things are possible 
and make your motorcycle clothing a very special and unique piece! If you 
wish, every piece will be adjusted to your precise measurements. For best fi t 
according to your individual specifi cations.

Tell us what you want, and let us advise you about the diverse options.

„INDIVIDUAL – NOT LIKE ANY OTHER“
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Optional braces 
Each pair of pants is fi tted as standard with 3 loops for braces on the waist-
band. The corresponding braces (page 63) can be bought separately.

Arm and leg cuff s (Fig. 4) 
Arm and leg cuff s are infi nitely adjustable.

Integrated thermal lining (Fig. 5) 
The thermal lining is zipped into the jacket/pants with an all-round zip fas-
tener and the arm or leg cuff s are also zipped in with zip fasteners. This 
ensures a secure hold and twisting is also largely ruled out.

Long connecting zip (Fig. 6) 
All jackets and pants can be connected with a zip fastener that extends a 
long way forwards. The jacket is thus largely prevented from riding up. 

Waterproof deigned pockets 
Many of our models are equipped with pockets with a waterproof design. 
However, to prevent damage to valuable items such as mobile phones, doc-
uments, etc. we recommend that you stow moisture-sensitive items in the 
waterproof inside pockets. 

Please note:

- not every inside pocket (modular systems) is waterproof! In this case we 
recommend using our waterproof aLOKSAK ‘lucky bag’.

- Pockets with a waterproof design must be fully and correctly closed to 
prevent the penetration of water.

Zip fasteners 
Damage cannot be ruled out if zip fasteners are actuated when very dirty 
(dust, sand, mud, etc.). In particular in the case of the waterproof YKK 
AQUASEL, actuation of the zip fastener when very dirty can lead to it no lon-
ger being waterproof. Therefore, we recommend that you regularly cleanse 
zip fasteners of coarse dirt, especially those zips that are exposed.

Crash pads 
All crash pads that we use, including hip and back protectors, are CE-tested 
(according to EN 1621-1 or 1621-2 respectively). Visit www.stadler-beklei-
dung.de for further information.

The position of the elbow and knee protectors is adjustable within a (lining) 
pocket.  The fi t of the protectors can thus be optimally adjusted. Only in this 
way can protectors fulfi l their purpose and off er the desired comfort.

 See page 72

Anti-bacterial lining
The netting inner lining that we mainly use is anti-bacterial in order to greatly 
reduce odour formation (due to sweating).

The materials used meet European and international standards such as the 
OEKO-TEX® Standard 100.

Basics
"EVERYTHING YOU CAN EXPECT 

FROM OUR JACKETS AND PANTS!"

High-cut waistband at rear (Fig. 1) 
In order to ensure the largest possible overlap of jacket and pants, our pants 
are fi tted with an extra-high waistband at the rear. This also provides extra 
protection of the kidney region against heat and wind.

Optional crotch belt 
Each jacket is fi tted as standard with crotch belt loops. The corresponding 
crotch belt can be bought separately.

Impregnation of the outer material 
The outer materials that we use (including leather) are already impregnated. 
This prevents quick soaking and has a dirt-repellent eff ect at the same time.

Arm width adjuster (Fig. 2) 
All our jackets feature arm width adjusters in diff erent versions.

Soft collar 
Thanks to the use of special materials, our collars are extremely skin-friendly 
and very pleasant to wear.

Distance control (Fig. 3) 
PANTS

We have always used a special seat cushion to protect the membranes in 
the highly stressed seat area of pants and to reduce the occurrence of a 
feeling of wetness. 

JACKETS

A tried-and-tested three-dimensional fabric from the outdoor wear sec-
tor is used for the back protector in many models. This guarantees good 
breathability and even increases cushioning.

Care 
Our entire range of textile motorcycle clothing (with GORE-TEX membranes) 
can normally be washed with a conventional household washing machine. 
The normal machine wash is preferable to dry cleaning. In this respect, 
please pay attention to our care instructions on page 67.
The sewn-in care instructions must always be followed!
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“STADLER® – GORE-TEX  PRODUCTS”

Each GORE-TEX product class consists of a distinct laminate 
package including specific core technologies such as 
membrane, production processes and textile choices.

GORE-TEX products
Our product ranges MODUL EVO,  MODUL VISION©, 3-LAYER and SUMMER 
are engineered with GORE-TEX product technology. These garments are  
durably waterproof and windproof combined with optimised breathability.

GORE-TEX Pro products
Our product range 3-LAYER are engineered with GORE-TEX Pro product  
technology. Garments engineered with GORE-TEX Pro product technology  
are built for maximised ruggedness and are ideal for extreme and extended use.

STADLER® Motorcycle cloths with GORE-TEX product technology
offer a unique solution for specific climate conditions.

PRODUCT CLASS Ruggedness Sweat management
Durable waterproofness for 

the intended enduse Windproofness

GORE-TEX products * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
GORE-TEXPro products * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

All components are built for maximised ruggedness while strict textile performance specifications ensure optimum strength. 
All GORE-TEX Pro garments must pass GORE-TEX’s toughest test conditions and most aggressive rainstorm test.

GORE-TEXProtectors
“THREE ESSENTIAL PREREQUISITES

FOR PROPER PROTECTION!“

1) The saftey standard
Use of protectors in STADLER motorcycle clothing is, of course, primarily targeted at avoiding injuries.
On its own, this basic prerequisite is then ensured by using CE tested protectors (EN 1621-1 or EN 1621-2).

2) The shape
However, for this protective function to actually be active, it is decisive that the protectors are placed where they can 
actually have their protective effect in case of an accident. This aspect is considered in the design of STADLER motorcycle 
clothing already. It is one of the many

3) The right fit
To ensure the right fit, the motorcycle clothing must be chosen correctly as well. This means that the opportunity to try out 
motorcycle clothing while sitting on a motorcycle is mostly meant to review proper fit of the protectors! Only when the arm 
and leg joints are bent can it be seen if everything fits as desired. The diagram shows what to observe - the specialists
on site will gladly support you!

It is decisive
that the protector is
fitting closely when
the elbow is bent,
without applying 
pressure.

...it will move up in the
bent position and end up 
precisely where it belongs.

If the protector is still
at the level of the middle

or just below the
knee when the leg is

stretched out...

... it will push up far above the 
knee when the leg is bent.

If the protector is still
in the right position when 
the leg is stretched out...
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Material
“...AS UNIQUE AS THE RIDER!”

What is COVEC®?
COVEC® fabrics were developed so that they meet and even exceed the 
high requirements for the end product in its demanding application, be it for 
clothing, shoes, backpacks, tents or sails. Through the unique combination 
of diff erent fi bres and fabric constructions, COVEC® fabrics reach a peer-
lessly high level of resistance to abrasion, tearing, cutting and puncturing, 
depending on the specifi c end use.

TFL COOL SYSTEM®

How does the TFL COOL SYSTEM® work?
The TFL COOL SYSTEM® is based on practical physics. Dark Colors absorb 
solar radiation and thus heat up much more than light Colors, which refl ect 
up to 95% of the light energy. In the infrared radiation range, the light energy 
absorbed by the dark materials is transformed into heat. As a result, the 
material (leather) heats up and gives off  this heat again to its surroundings 
(body). Materials equipped with the TFL COOL SYSTEM® do not absorb any 
solar radiation in the infrared range – in fact it is refl ected. The consequence 
is that dark materials heat up much less thanks to TFL COOL.

MICROFLEECE
Material: 100% polyester
Microfl eece is a fl eecy, soft material roughened on one side. The material 
provides for a high degree of thermal insulation with a low weight.
Breathability and the transport of moisture to the outside are ideal.
• fast moisture transport • quick drying • breathable • high basic elastici-
ty • good thermal insulation • anti-pilling • ideal body climate • light, soft, 
skin-friendly

SCHOELLER® dynatec
schoeller® dynatec is the result of decades of research in the fi eld of protec-
tive fabrics. The heart of the fabric is a nylon-based fi bre (Dynafi l TS-70) that 
exhibits excellent protective functions. 
• tear-resistant • abrasion-resistant • durable • water/dirt/oil-repellent • high 
wearing comfort • easy-care

We use dynatec® almost exclusively with woven-in 3M ScotchliteTM threads 
in order to increase visibility in the dark or poor weather conditions.

PRIMALOFT® SILVER INSULATION
For instances requiring warmth, especially in cold and wet conditions, Pri-
maLoft® Silver Insulation is a go-to for technical performance. PrimaLoft® 
Silver Insulation is engineered for a full spectrum of benefi ts  - millions of air 
pockets trap body heat in extreme conditions and lack of bulk means great 
freedom of movement for the activity. The PrimaLoft® proprietary treatment 
ensures excellent performance as the insulation maintains its warmth pro-
perties even in wet conditions. On top of all that, PrimaLoft® Silver Insula-
tion is designed for durability in a lightweight design for active applications, 
packability, breathability, and softness. No need to compromise on perfor-
mance.

CeraspaceTM

ceraspace™ is a particularly high-performance protective fabric technology 
from Schoeller, off ering a new dimension in abrasion protection. It is utilized 
most when maximum protective properties are called for, such as in workwe-
ar, footwear or protective wear for motorcycling. The outstanding ceraspa-
ce™ technology from Schoeller owes its outstanding protective properties 
to a unique composition of special ceramic particles anchored in a polymer 
matrix. The special ceramic particles are nearly as hard as diamonds and are 
fi rmly attached as a 3-dimensional coating to the textile.

NILIT BREEZE
a “cool“ fi bre
Like a fresh breeze, the revolutionary NILLIT BREEZE yarn gives the wea-
rer a refreshing and comfortable feeling when temperatures rise. The coo-
ling eff ect of NILLIT BREEZE can be attributed to 3 factors: 1. Due to the 
fl at cross-section and the resulting large surface area, body heat is quickly 
transported onwards. 2. A unique polymer containing inorganic micropar-
ticles enlarges the surface area and forms small channels in order to promo-
te cooling. 3. Special textile processes enables the manufacture of a yarn 
with small dimensions, from which clothing with maximum breathability and 
ventilation is produced. • helps to maintain a pleasant body temperature du-
ring/after physical exertion and in hot weather • optimally supports physical 
performance • ensures effi  cient ventilation CORDURA®

High-tech in every fi bre - textile materials
Due to its high resistance to abrasion, fabric made of polyamide (PA) is pre-
dominantly processed for motorcycle clothing. Since most of these fi bres 
have a smooth surface, the seam pull-out strength (slide resistance) is very 
low. In order to prevent the pulling out of the seam, most of these fabrics are 
coated (often with polyurethane) or laminated (punctiform attachment of a 
second layer of very thin fabric). Depending on the type and quality of this 
second layer, the water vapour permeability (breathability) of the fabric will 
be negatively infl uenced to greater or lesser degree. The best breathability 
is off ered by the laminated material made of CORDURA® 500, which we use 
for GORE-TEX articles.  The fi ne pores between the threads of the fabric are 
retained here and ensure maximum breathability. This is bettered only by 
CORDURA® AFT (Air Flow Technology). Almost exclusively materials made 
of CORDURA® are used for the textile parts of our collection.

Hard in sport – indestructible on journeys
CORDURA® materials are an important component of sophisticated motor-
cycle clothing. Extreme strength and durability enable the design of high-per-
formance clothing that is much lighter than the classic leather clothing. Mo-
torcycle clothing made of CORDURA® materials is comfortable and strong 
and off ers the wearer protection and comfort. Properties: Motorcycle cloth-
ing with CORDURA® off ers • High resistance to tearing and abrasion • Ratio 
of stability to weight without exception • Wide variety of design possibilities
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CRASH PADS IN 
DESIGNATED AREAS:

Protectors 

Protectors to refi t 

Adjustable protectors 

Removable thermolining

Extremely lightweight and airy

Waterproof

Custom-tailoring possible (extra charge)

Diff erent sizes can be combined
(with waist zipper)

Refl ective material and/or
material colors with high luminance

Colour arbitrary (extra charge)

10 years guarantee
only on craftsmanship
(z.B. open sews, loose snap fasteners..)

10
Jahre

Garantie

auf Verarbeitung

The illustrations and the technical instructions corressponding the condi-
tions of printing. Changes in execution, color and price are at any time with-
out advance notice possible. Mistakes reservations.

TERMS OF GUARANTEE
The 10-year manufacturer’s guarantee on craftmanship is granted from the date of purchase by

Stadler GmbH
Am Gewerbepark 7
94501 Aidenbach

www.stadler-bekleidung.de

The guarantee is valid worldwide. The legal right of guarantee (liability for defects) is not limited by this guarantee. The guarantee includes 
the assumption of all repair costs (excluding shipping costs) for defects in workmanship (seams coming loose, leaky welded seams in 
membrane clothing, and buttons coming loose) arising within the guarantee period.

Guarantee claims will not be considered if
− the product is damaged or destroyed by acts of God or by environmental factors,
− the damage is the result of improper use or care,
− the product shows mechanical damage of any kind, or
− the product has been repaired by someone who is not a professional.

If you need to make a guarantee claim, please contact your contracting partner. After submitting the product and submitting the original 
purchase receipt, the product will be repaired for free or, at our discretion, replaced with a product of equal value. This guarantee does not 
cover transport costs or the risks of transporting your product to Stadler GmbH or to your contracting partner.

GLOVE SIZES

WOMEN      MEN    
 36 164 84 68 93  46 174 92 80 92
 38 166 88 72 97  48 176 96 84 96
 40 168 92 76 101  50 178 100 88 100
 42 170 96 80 105  52 180 104 92 104
 44 172 100 84 109  54 182 108 97 108
 46 174 104 88 113  56 184 112 102 112
 48 176 110 94 119  58 186 116 107 116
WOMEN LONG      60 188 120 112 120
 72 172 84 68 93  62 190 124 117 124
 76 174 88 72 97  MEN SLIM    
 80 176 92 76 101  98 184 96 84 96
 84 178 96 80 105  102 186 100 88 100
 88 180 100 84 109  106 188 104 92 104
 92 182 104 88 113  110 190 108 97 108
 96 183 110 94 119  114 192 112 102 112
WOMEN SHORT      118 194 116 107 116
 18 156 84 72 93     MEN SHORT    
 19 158 88 76 97  25 172 100 92 100
 20 160 92 80 101  26 174 104 96 104
 21 162 96 84 109  28 178 112 106 112
 22 164 100 88 109  28 178 112 106 112
 23 166 104 92 113  29 179 116 111 115
 24 168 110 98 119  30 180 120 116 118
           31 181 124 121 121

   
          
LETTER SIZES         MEN   WOMEN  
 Size Correspond. Women‘s size Correspond. Men‘s size  normal slim short normal slim short   
 XS 32/34     46 94 23 36 72 18
 S 36/38  44/46   48 98 24 38 76 19
 M 40/42  48/50   50 102 25 40 80 20
 L 44/46  52/54   52 106 26 42 84 21
 XL 48/50  56/58   54 110 27 44 88 22
 XXL 52/54  60/62   56 114 28 46 92 23
       58 118 29 48 96 24
       60 122 30   
       62 126 31   

Clothes size.         Height        Bust size          Waist size          Hip size                      Clothes size.      Height           Bust size         Waist size           Hip size 

 6 7 8 9 10 11 12    
 XS S M L XL XXL 3XL

TABLE OF MEASUREMENTS



STADLER GMBH
AM GEWERBEPARK 7
D-94501 AIDENBACH
TEL. +49 (0)85 43 96 20-0
INFO@STADLER-BEKLEIDUNG.DE

www.stadler-bekleidung.de

Our service for you!
Thanks to our own production facilities in Aiden-
bach in Bavaria, we can off er you a comprehen-
sive service! 

That means, we’ll make in-house all repairs, 
modifi cations and complicated custom-tailoring 
for you. So you always have a direct, competent 
partner for any questions or wishes you may have.

› Repair service

› Normal/long and short sizes

› We kindly request a separate enquiry for the  
 manufacturing of goods in sizes not usually   
 off ered by us. We will be glad to prepare a   
 no-obligation quote for you!

› Products marked with this icon are    
 also available as tailor-made/partly    
 tailor-made goods. 

› Special surcharges apply to 
 tailor-made/partly tailor-made goods.  

› We‘ll be glad to accommodate your 
 special requirements for our products 
 wherever possible. 


